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February 7, 2019 

 
 

 

 Ms. Grace Kim

 Acting Deputy Commissioner

 Social Security Administration

 6401 Security Boulevard

 Baltimore, MD 21235

 

 Ms. Janet Walker

 Associate Commissioner

 Office of Policy, Systems and Operations Support

 6401 Security Boulevard

 Baltimore, MD 21235

 

 Re: WorkTrack Usage and Expectations

 

 Dear Ms. Kim and Ms. Walker:

 

On November 26, 2018, DCO held an all managers conference call.

During this call, DCO advised management of several proposed

 changes to both the WorkTrack program and its usage. Changes

included pilot offices uploading all paper documents received in the

 office within one day and release of an updated WorkTrack 2.0

  program.

 

 NCSSMA is concerned about the proposed WorkTrack usage

requirements.  Although we are encouraged by the enhancements in

 WorkTrack 2.0, we believe the proposal to upload all paper

 documents received in an office within one day is unrealistic and

would result in undue hardship for offices already stretched thin due to

 less than adequate staffing.  NCSSMA reviewed feedback from
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 managers in pilot field offices and from managers already using WorkTrack 1.0 to

 process paper workloads.  NCSSMA strongly encourages DCO to reconsider any

 proposal that would require 100 percent document uploading and any upload

  requirement of less than three business days.

 

 DCO appears to be piloting offices to assess the effect on bandwidth and the WorkTrack

 program and the handling of large data created by offices uploading 100 percent of the

 documents received on a given day.  It is our understanding that the purpose of the pilot

 is not to assess the amount of time spent by managers completing the task or the

 hardship it creates.  Instead, it appears to be focused on WorkTrack’s programmatic

 abilities to serve as a viable repository of paper work items regardless of the

 unnecessary labor and hardship it creates for offices.  Without adequate replacements

  for staffing losses and increasing workloads, offices are already doing more with less.

 We believe DCO must balance any goals established for the WorkTrack program

 against the impact any goals and/or requirements would have on already strained

  offices.

 

 With pilot offices reporting such concerns, regional management associations have

 begun surveying their membership for opinions and experience with WorkTrack.  In one

 survey, 42% of managers reported spending 1-2 hours each day scanning documents

 into the Worktrack program.  Additionally, 48% of managers reported that they spent an

  additional 1-2 hours profiling these documents in WorkTrack.

 

     

 

 In the same survey, over 70 percent of managers expect to devote an additional 1-4

 hours per day to WorkTrack if DCO enacts the suggested proposals.  Additionally, 26

 percent estimate that they would have to devote more than 4 hours per day.  When

 asked about staffing, over 79 percent of managers reported being insufficiently staffed

 for assigning and monitoring all paper items in WorkTrack.
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 Managers were simply asked if they were in favor of their office moving to 100 percent

 of all paper workloads going into WorkTrack.  Over 80 percent responded with a “NO”

 vote.  This is undoubtedly due to the heavy and unnecessary burden these proposals

 would place on offices along with the impossible feat of uploading these documents

  within a short, required timeframe.

 

 

 

 Managers have reported, through pilot office surveys and regional management

 surveys, that uploading 100 percent of all received paper documents within a short

 timeframe would not only be a burdensome task on offices, but it is also not feasible.

 WorkTrack surveys have already reported the difficulty in uploading certain documents

 such as paystubs, spend down documents that include irregular-shaped receipts that

 prevent normal scanning, medical documentation with numerous pages with irregular

 sizes and pictures that do not scan well, and many more paper workloads that do not

 function well with WorkTrack. Management has experienced and reported the negative

 impacts these proposals would have on offices, including the massive amount of time

 spent uploading 100 percent of documents and then profiling said documents.

 

 Requiring the use of WorkTrack, as explained on the DCO call, does not consider the

 differences in office size and staffing types.  For instance, the majority of field offices do

 not have employees who are primarily responsible for administrative office work,
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 including handling mail.  Instead, most offices already rely on management and claims

 specialists to perform mail duties.  Adding the steps of loading and profiling paperwork

 is an unnecessary burden and unjust penalty for offices that already have internal

 controls to prevent paper workloads from becoming backlogged or lost.  In addition,

 requiring offices to use WorkTrack for all paper workloads will reduce the amount of time

   available for claims interviews, answering telephone calls, and processing workloads.

 

 On behalf of field offices, NCSSMA requests that DCO and OPSOS reconsider these

 proposed changes to the WorkTrack program and its usage.  The delays to other

 workloads, including disability claims and medical CDRs, employee morale, and time

 spent implementing these proposals outweigh any benefit returned. If attorneys,

 advocacy groups, or other constituencies are advocating for these proposals, we

 encourage you to mandate only their paperwork be uploaded into WorkTrack and

 processed within a reasonable amount of time.  We appreciate your consideration of

 this request and look forward to discussing this matter in greater detail at your earliest

 convenience.

 

Sincerely, 

 

Peggy Murphy 

NCSSMA President 
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